Impaired odor recognition memory in patients with hippocampal lesions
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In humans, impaired recognition memory following lesions thought to be limited to the hippocampal region has been demonstrated for a wide variety of tasks. However, the importance of the human hippocampus for olfactory recognition memory has scarcely been explored. We evaluated the ability of memory-impaired patients with damage thought to be limited to the hippocampal region to recognize a list of odors. The patients were significantly impaired after a retention delay of 1 h. Olfactory sensitivity was intact. This finding is in agreement with earlier reports that rats with hippocampal lesions exhibited memory impairment on an odor delayed nonmatching to sample task (after 30 min and 1 h) and that patients with damage thought to be limited to the hippocampal region were impaired on an odor span memory task. Olfactory recognition memory, similar to recognition memory in other sensory modalities, depends on the integrity of the hippocampal region.

Recognition memory refers to the ability to identify a previously encountered stimulus as familiar. In humans, monkeys, and rats, recognition memory depends on the integrity of the hippocampal region (the hippocampus proper, the dentate gyrus, and the subicular complex) (for review, see Squire et al. 2004). In humans, impaired recognition memory following lesions thought to be limited to the hippocampal region has been demonstrated for verbal and nonverbal material (Reed and Squire 1997) as well as for nonsense sounds (Squire et al. 2001) (for the view that some aspects of recognition performance are spared following hippocampal lesions, see Brown and Aggleton, 2001; Yonelinas et al. 2002; but see Manns et al. 2003, Wixted and Squire 2004).

The importance of the human hippocampus for olfactory recognition memory has scarcely been explored. In one recent study, patients with damage thought to be limited to the hippocampal region were impaired at both visual and olfactory memory span tasks modeled after tasks used in rats (Levy et al. 2003). Although these span tasks do require recognition memory, the retention delay is confounded with span length, and the same odor can be presented many times during the course of testing. Accordingly, it is difficult to relate findings from memory span tasks to findings from more conventional tasks of recognition memory in which stimuli are studied and then tested after fixed retention delays. To ask how hippocampal lesions affect conventional olfactory recognition memory in humans, we have evaluated the ability of memory-impaired patients and controls to recognize a list of odors after a delay of 1 h.

The five amnesic patients (four men and one woman) who participated were included on the basis of evidence that they had bilateral damage limited primarily to the hippocampal region (CA fields, dentate gyrus, and subicular complex) (Table 1). All the patients had moderately severe memory impairment. Their average scores for copy and delayed (12 min) reproduction of the Rey-Osterrieth figure (maximum score = 36; Osterrieth, 1944) were 28.8 and 2.6, respectively (controls = 30.3 and 20.6) (Squire et al. 1989). Immediate (12 min) and delayed recall of a short prose passage (Gilbert et al. 1968) averaged 4.6 and 0.4 segments, respectively (15 controls = 8.3 and 7.1).


For four of the five patients, estimates of the extent of medial temporal lobe damage were obtained from magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). Imaging was done in a 1.5T clinical scanner (for the MRI scans for these patients, see Manns et al. 2003). The volume of the full anterior–posterior length of the hippocampus and the volume of the parahippocampal gyrus were measured by using criteria based on histological analysis of healthy brains (Amaral and Insausti 1990; Insausti et al. 1998).

Volumes were normalized by intracranial volume (ICV) to correct for between-subject variability in brain size (Gold and Squire 2004). Relative to age and gender-matched healthy controls (19 males and 11 females), L.J., R.S., G.W., and J.R.W. have an average bilateral reduction in hippocampal size of 46%, 33%, 48%, and 44%, respectively. The parahippocampal gyrus was relatively unaffected (mean reduction = 3%, range from 12% smaller to 8% larger). None of the patients had focal lesions in the entorhinal cortex or significant reductions in its volume (mean reduction = 12%). The fifth patient (A.B.) is unable to participate in MRI studies but is thought to have hippocampal damage on the basis of etiology (anoxia) and a neurologic examination indicating well-circumscribed amnesia. In addition, high-resolution computed tomography (CT) images obtained in 2001 were consistent with restricted damage to the hippocampal region (Schmolck et al. 2002). Sixteen healthy volunteers (12 men and four women) were also tested. They averaged 54.6 years of age and 13.8 years of education.

The stimuli consisted of 48 common foods, condiments, fragrances, and household items (e.g., garlic powder, almond extract, patchouli oil, shoe polish, machine oil), all of which had a distinctive odor. These 48 odors were used to construct two tests. For each test, 12 odors were presented for study, and 24 odors...
were presented at test (12 studied odors and 12 foils). Which odors were studied and which odors were foils in each recognition test were counterbalanced across participants. Stimuli were presented in opaque vials (9.8 cm tall), and no visual cues were available to participants at any time during testing.

The set of 12 odors was presented for study one at a time, and participants were instructed to sample each odor and decide how much they liked it on a scale of one (dislike very much) to five (like very much). Participants typically took one or two whiffs from each vial. The order of presentation of odors was randomized for each participant, and an interval of ∼10 sec separated the presentation of each odor. After a pause of ∼30 sec, all 12 odors were then presented again in exactly the same way. Then, following the retention delay of 1 h, which was filled with other activities, participants were once again presented the studied odors, now randomly interspersed among an equal number of foils. Participants were given each vial and asked to sample its contents and to indicate whether or not the odor had been presented previously. Again, participants typically took one or two whiffs from each vial. This test was given twice on two separate occasions (median interval = 20 d), using the two different sets of odors.

Figure 1 shows the percentage correct and discrimination accuracy (d’) scores for the average of the two 1-h tests. After a 1-h retention delay, the patients performed more poorly than did the controls (percentage correct: 67.0 ± 1.3% versus 75.4 ± 1.7%, t\[19\] = 2.63, P < 0.02; d’ scores: 1.13 ± 0.09 versus 1.55 ± 0.11, t\[19\] = 2.00, P = 0.06). Thus, recognition memory performance of the patients was impaired after 1 h.

Abnormal olfactory sensitivity cannot account for impaired olfactory recognition memory. First, the liking ratings that were assigned to the odors when they were presented for study were nearly identical for the patients and the controls (mean for two presentations in each of two tests = 3.2 and 3.0, respectively; t\[19\] = 1.58, P > 0.10). Second, the five patients and 12 of the 16 participants sampled from each pair of bottles with a single nostril and indicated which bottle contained the odorant (45-sec interval between samplings). Which nostril was tested first and the left/right presentation of the bottles were random across participants. After a correct choice, the same pair of bottles was presented again, up to a minimum of five correct trials. After an error, the next highest concentration of butanol was presented. Threshold was defined as the most dilute concentration at which five consecutive correct choices were made (nine indicates most dilute; zero, least dilute).

On this nine-point scale, the patients obtained mean thresholds of 6.2 ± 0.6 and 7.0 ± 0.5 (for the right and left nostrils, respectively), and the controls obtained corresponding thresholds of 6.9 ± 0.3 and 7.0 ± 0.3 (for patients versus controls, all P > 0.2). Thus, the patients had normal olfactory thresholds, and their judgments about the odors were similar to those of the controls.

These findings provide additional evidence for the multimodal nature of human memory impairment and provide what appears to be the first evidence for an impairment in olfactory recognition following lesions thought to be limited to the hippocampus in humans. Olfactory recognition was impaired in epileptic patients who had undergone unilateral temporal lobe resection. However, the removals in those patients involved not just the hippocampal region but also adjacent cortex in the parahippocampal gyrus, as well as the piriform cortex and the amygdala (Dade et al. 2002). Our results are also in agreement with the finding that rats with hippocampal lesions were impaired at olfactory recognition when the retention delay was either 30 min or 1 h (Dudchenko et al. 2000). Interestingly, in this and other earlier work with rats (Sutherland and McDonald 1990), olfactory recognition impairments were not observed after hippocampal lesions at shorter retention delays (<15 min).

To ask whether this finding holds only for rats or whether patients with hippocampal lesions might also exhibit good olfactory recognition at retention delays of only a few minutes, we gave our five patients and 16 controls (mean = 52.5 years old; nine of these also participated in the main 1-h study) a test of olfactory recognition with a 5-min retention delay (study 10 odors, test with 10 studied odors and 10 foils). In other respects, the procedure was identical to the procedure used for the 1-h retention test described here. The patients and controls performed similarly (percentage correct: 71.0 ± 5.6% versus 75.9 ± 2.8%; d’ scores: 1.29 ± 0.3 versus 1.53 ± 0.2; P > 0.4). These findings suggest that in humans, as well as in rodents, impaired olfactory recognition following hippocampal lesions may be apparent only after retention delays of many minutes. However, this conclusion must remain tentative in the absence of additional studies that assess olfactory recognition memory after multiple retention intervals and under identical conditions at each retention interval.
It is of interest that in the study phase of the present experiment some participants spontaneously offered verbal labels for some of the odors (across all participants, labels were offered for 24% of the odors). The question therefore arises whether subsequent recognition performance might have depended importantly on remembering these verbal labels. Three observations bear on this issue. First, there was no indication that participants intentionally and regularly used labels (covertly or overtly) as an aid to remembering the odors. Second, in earlier studies, access to verbal labels at the time of study did not affect subsequent odor recognition performance (Engen and Ross 1973; Ayabe-Kanamura et al. 1997). Although verbal elaboration about odors at the time of study can sometimes facilitate subsequent recognition (Lyman and McDaniel 1990), it is thought that odors are typically perceived as unitary items without a strong verbal link. That is, the association between odors and their verbal labels is ordinarily rather weak (Engen 1987; Lyman and McDaniel 1990). Third, in an earlier study involving the same odors (Levy et al. 2003), the olfactory memory span attained by controls (7.9) was about the same as the memory span for difficult-to-remember signs (8.6) and much less than the memory span for line drawings of nameable objects (21.1) Thus, although participants in the present study did sometimes volunteer a verbal label for an odor during the study phase, there is little reason to suppose that olfactory recognition memory performance was supported substantially by verbal mediation.

In summary, patients with lesions thought to be limited to the hippocampal region exhibited impaired olfactory recognition memory. Olfactory recognition memory, similar to recognition memory for nameable objects (21.1), was about the same as the memory span for difficult-to-remember signs (8.6) and much less than the memory span for line drawings of nameable objects (21.1). Thus, although participants in the present study did sometimes volunteer a verbal label for an odor during the study phase, there is little reason to suppose that olfactory recognition memory performance was supported substantially by verbal mediation.
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